
Vested Interests in Racism 

Overt acts of racism by whites are so essential to the narrative of every 
race-hustler, when they eventually became scarce it is necessary for  
race-hustlers to fabricate them.  These race hoaxes have been 
documented many times on our website and in our newspaper. (Most 
recently, "REAL Black Inventiveness."  CITIZENS INFORMER, January, 
2022, page 3.)  

In August, an act of vandalism was committed against the University of 
Virginia's (UVA) Black Cultural Center.  Based on videotape, a suspect 
was soon arrested on September 3, 2022, but was not identified by name 
or by race. This dereliction gave race-hustlers and their accomplices or 
enablers the opportunity to chimp-out for three months over what they 
concluded was "systemic white racism."  

Yet, the cause of race-hustling was dealt another blow when the actual 
culprit was revealed to be a niggress student named Zaynab Bintabdul-
Hadijakien.  It took a public records request by The College Fix on 
November 30th to expose this fact.  That means that UVA officials hid 
the race and identity of the suspect for three months, permitting race-
hustlers to spread fear that a dreaded "white supremacist" walked free 
amongst them.  

It turns out that the attack on the Black Cultural Center was really 
targeted at its black interim director, a guy named Michael Mason.  
Rather than slash his tires or bust out the windshield of his car -- as most 
self-respecting and crazy niggresses would do -- she threw a rock through 
a window at the center.  After her arrest, she twice Failed to Appear at 
her arraignments on October 3rd and October 28th. 

The niggress claims she is innocent and is merely being targeted by 
police.  However, as in the case of most crazy niggresses -- to borrow 



from the technical vernacular of the psychiatric profession -- she's 
nuttier than a fruitcake.  The police report indicates that she even asked 
the arresting police officer to shoot her.   

This disturbed black woman may not have intended to create a racial 
hoax, but the absence of such a motive would have made no difference 
to the race-hustling industry, even if they'd been aware of the true 
identity of the culprit.  The local NAACP was quick to denounce the 
incident when it could be used to demand more white man money,  but 
it has issued no correction since discovering her true identity.   

The real lesson here is that it's wise to ignore any incident alleged to be 
an act of overt racism by a white "supremacist" against a black, because 
99 times out of 100, it will ultimately be exposed as having been 
perpetrated by some nigra or other. 
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